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Addendum: Belarus 

 

“The fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 ushered in a period of democratization and market 
reform extending across the East-Central European region, with one important 
exception: Belarus.”l1 

 

The memo “What we know about transition” surveys the key findings relating to successful 
transition in post-Soviet countries. But of course, not all those former communist countries 
engaged in reforms. As Zlotnikov has said, “Of all the Central and East European states, it 
has been Belarus that has moved least in the direction of market reforms”.2 

Belarus provides an example of how a successful transition to a market economy should not 
be taken for granted, and how low scores on structural reforms coincide with a lack of 
progress on democracy.3  

Belarus is therefore one of the most interesting, and important countries to consider 
prospects of reform. 

 

1. The economy 

Officially Belarus has a “socially oriented market economy”, 4 although Valery Dashkevich 
has argued that Belarus is a “residual socialist system”,5 exhibiting the following 
characteristics: 

• Significant role of the public sector. 
• Income and prices on necessities are set by political decisions. 
• Large social safety net (55% of GDP). 
• Near full-employment (due to state production orders and difficulty in firing people). 
• Avoiding bankruptcies through soft budget constraints. 

 

Others have drawn attention to three main elements:6 

 

                                                
1 Balmaceda, M.M., Clem, J.I., and Tarlow, L.L., (Eds.) 2002, Independent Belarus, Harvard 
University Press, p.3 
2 Zlotnikov, L., 2002 “Private Sector and Middle Class for Change” in Balmaceda et al., p.123 
3 See Aslund, A., 2007, How Capitalism was Built, Cambridge University Press 
4 See Ioffe, G., 2008, Understanding Belarus and how Western Policy Misses the Mark, Roman & 
Littlefield, p.125 
5 See Ioffe, G., 2008, Understanding Belarus and how Western Policy Misses the Mark, Roman & 
Littlefield, p.127 
6 See Dobrinsky, R., (Ed.) “The Belarus Economy: The Challenges of Stalled Reforms”, Vienna 
Institute for International 294 Economic Studies, Research Report No. 413, November 2016 
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The simplest explanation of the economy is an example of state capitalism that is: 

(i) Fragile – because it relies on favourable external conditions (in particular high 
global energy prices and Russian subsidies). 

(ii) Unethical – because it utilises arms deals. 
(iii) Unsustainable – because young demographics and low life expectancy mean 

that healthcare costs are unusually low, but will rise in the future. 

In a 2015 presentation, Bakker demonstrated the link between two types of problem.7 

- The macroeconomic problem is growth driven by unsustainable investment, funded 
by borrowing (leading to regular Balance of Payments crises). 

- The microeconomic problem of low productivity growth, causing a lack of efficiency, 
but also a financing requirement that contributes to the macro problem. 

 

2. The challenge 

The good news, however, is that the Belarus economy of the 2020s is in much better shape 
than the countries of Central and Eastern Europe found themselves 30 years ago. Anders 
Aslund has argued that “Belarus is well positioned to make the shift to a properly functioning 
market economy”.8 Indeed, there are reasons to be optimistic about Belarus’ prospects for 
reform.  

Consider the 6 key challenges facing a country undergoing transition (colour coded such 
that green implies a relatively good position, orange is mixed position, and red is a highly 
challenging position): 

Challenge Relevance for Belarus 

Entrepreneurs operate outside of the formal 
economic sector 

Belarus has a strong start up industry and 
many private enterprises 

Negative value-added production Belarus still has large state-owned 
enterprises 

No alternative supply networks Belarus is reliant on Russian supply chains 
but is close to European markets 

Bankrupt public finances Public finance is relatively disciplined and 
inflation is under control 

A distrust between policy makers and the 
general public 

There is a wide public appetite for reforms 

Established interest groups committed to 
rent-seeking 

There are no oligarchs and corruption is not 
widespread throughout the economy 

 

As the rudimentary assessment shows, on balance Belarus’ starting position is quite strong. 

                                                
7 Bakker, B.B., “Belarus Macroeconomic Performance” Economy of Belarus: At a Tipping Point 
Conference, Minsk November 2015 
8 See Aslund, A., “The Economic Factor in Belarus”, Project Syndicate, August 15th 2020 
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3. The reform plan 

We can also consider the four key components of a transition plan: (1) Macroeconomic 
stabilisation; (2) Deregulation; (3) Privatization; and (4) a social safety net. 

(1) In terms of macroeconomic stabilization, Belarus already has the key 
institutions required – a centralised ministry of finance and a central bank. As 
Aslund says, “Belarus’s strong macroeconomic institutions can manage the 
inflationary pressure.”9 Belarus experienced currency crises in 2011 and 2015 but 
these were due to the Russian ruble crises (and Belarus’ exposure to the 
Russian economy) rather than domestic mismanagement. Since 2015 the 
Belarus central bank has been successful at reaching, and gradually reducing, an 
inflation target. By 2016 real GDP had returned to moderate growth, and before 
the events of 2020 GDP was expected to reach 2% in the medium term. Public 
debt breached 50% of GDP following the 2015 currency crisis, and external debt 
breached 80% of GDP, but both fell subsequently back below these thresholds. 
Since international financing is hard to obtain, this provides an effective constraint 
on borrowing (although the supermarket chain Eurotorg did raise $350m in 2017 
from predominantly UK, US and European investors, and the government raised 
$1.4bn through new bond issues in Q2 2020.10) 
Recent figures suggest that the current account deficit has recovered significantly 
since the 2015 currency crisis, being balanced in 2019 and -2% in 2019.11   
Belarus has significantly less FDI than other countries in the region, but this may 
be treated as an opportunity to grow from a low base.  

(2) The economic environment has already made progress on deregulation, as 
shown by Belarus’ improvement in the World Bank’s Doing Business rankings – 
from 50th in 2016 to 37th in 2017. Belarus also rose from 157th in the Heritage 
Foundation’s ‘Index of Economic Freedom’ in 2016 to 108th in 2018. This 
reflected success in deregulation, trade freedom and fiscal freedom.    
The retail sector isn’t centrally planned, with flexible prices, multiple stores, and 
choice over products. Interestingly, the High-Tech Park is not confined to a 
geographic territory, and could therefore be easily broadened. 

(3) The lack of prior privatisation means that many of the existing private 
companies are start-ups, contributing to a well-respected entrepreneurial culture 
and skilled technical labour force (demonstrated by strong growth in software 
exports and advanced e-commerce capabilities). 
Around 50% of the economy remains state run, including 80% of manufacturing 
industries and 66% of financial assets (here, the issue isn’t just that so many 
assets are held in state owned banks, but also a lack of access to finance, no 
private pension system, and no private investment infrastructure).  
The biggest state-owned enterprises are the Minsk Automobile Plant, the Minsk 
Tractor Works, Belaruskali (a fertiliser company) and two oil refineries. It remains 
to be seen whether these companies would be internationally competitive, but 
Belaruskali has been a takeover target of the Russian potash company Uralkali. 
The key problem is that these companies are in large part social enterprises 

                                                
9 See Aslund, A., “The Economic Factor in Belarus”, Project Syndicate, August 15th 2020 
10 See “Economic Outlook First and Second Quarters 2020”, Beroc 
11 See https://tradingeconomics.com/belarus/current-account-to-gdp 
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designed to generate employment and maintain loyalty. Therefore, productivity 
may not be the main objective when deciding how to run them.  

(4) An improved social safety net is critical because unemployment benefits are 
very low, due to the social contract of job availability and mandated wage growth. 
Labour market reforms would need to raise productivity without generating mass 
unemployment. Given that many transition success stories engaged in radical 
and imaginative reforms, this might be an area of opportunity Belarus. Ideas such 
as a universal basic income may well be considered as a possible solution. 

 

4. The potential 

Belarus entered the 2020 election having engaged in a reform process of sorts. In 2016 it 
had “repressed” status in the Heritage Foundation’s ‘Index of Economic Freedom’, but then 
in 2017 it was very close to the global average and on the cusp of being “moderately free”.  

A key step in the transition process is Western engagement through the IMF, the World 
Bank (with the EBRD to assist with privatisation), and the OECD. Belarus has had existing 
programmes with all of these organisations and they stand ready to provide additional 
support.  

As the SWOT analysis below shows, Belarus is in a good position to generate growth.   

 
That said, economic transition is difficult. If we could successfully centrally plan a reform 
programme than we might be able to centrally plan the economy, and thus have no need for 
reforms. However, we know what’s required to create a platform for growth, and that when 
open, competitive markets are allowed to function sustainable economic growth occurs and 
people become more prosperous. Any country that adopts a transition strategy is accepting 
an opportunity. An opportunity not only to improve the lives of the people in that economy, 
but to confront our understanding of transition economics, and develop even better 
strategies to implement economic reforms. Belarus is an important country and is a strong 
position to develop further. 


